
A LEVEL BUSINESS PLAN COURSEWORK SYNONYMS

Business plan synonyms. Top synonyms for business plan (other words for business plan) are plan of action, work plan
and plan of activities.

Business plan: An organized collection of milestones, tasks, assumptions and basic business numbers. Buyer
beware: A ready-made business plan is always a waste of money. Business planning is management. More
from Entrepreneur Dustin's experience and expertise can help you monetize your message, build a marketing
strategy and connect with influencers. No matter how brilliant, beautiful or creative it might be, it isn't investor
ready -- and never will be -- if it doesn't describe a business with real prospects for investors. Entrepreneur,
Business Planner and Angel Investor January 30, 4 min read Opinions expressed by Entrepreneur contributors
are their own. It isn't about predicting the future; it's about connecting the dots on assumptions and drivers in
your monthly projections over the next year and your annual forecasts for the subsequent two years. It covers
strategy and details what's supposed to happen when, who's in charge of what, how progress is measured,
when money is to be spent and from where, and when money is expected to come in. Political party aspects on
which the present investigation focuses are a amount of money spent on a local campaign, b the amount spent
on different forms of advertising, c the number of active party workers, and d the socioeconomic composition
of the registered party membership. Plan, review and revise as necessary to optimize. Providing A Rationale
Synonyms At first glance, it might seem that a synonym could clarify the meaning assumed for a keyword or
phrase. Annual plan: A business plan that leaves out plans for the second and third year. Bankers look for
payment history and assets backing the loan. When used to describe a canned boilerplate document somebody
is selling, as in turnkey or ready-made, it is just sleazy sales hype for a bad product. Sentence definitions often
contain words that require further clarification in the form of additional sentences. Business planning: Steering
a company using a cyclical process. They essentially said business planning is too important to mess with
changing the words. Bank-ready business plan: a. If it isn't reviewed and revised monthly, then it won't be
very useful. Investor-ready or funding-ready business plan: a. It isn't a document; it's a plan.


